
Long-lasting battery  
With a long-lasting battery,¹ the Galaxy A10e gives you more time  
to post, talk, text and share with friends and family.

Don’t worry, keep it all  
Keep more with 32GB of built-in memory, so you can keep all of  
your photos, shows, movies and apps, without having to delete to 
make room. If you need more storage, expand your memory up to 
512GB with a microSD card³ and store up to 100,000 photos.

Go edge-to-edge  
Enjoy a bold, bright viewing experience on a 5.83" screen.² With  
an Infinity Display that goes edge-to-edge, you can see more story 
before you scroll.

Capture the moment  
The Galaxy A10e lets you make everyday moments special. Take  
crisp, clear photos with an 8MP rear camera and perfect selfies with 
the kids on a 5MP front camera.

Introducing the 
 With the Samsung Galaxy A10e, you get exactly what you need with the performance and reliability from a brand you can trust. Do more with  
a long-lasting battery,¹ keep all of your stuff with a 32GB built-in memory, and experience it on a 5.83" edge-to-edge Infinity Display.² Finally, 
the phone you need to keep connected with friends and family—and at just the right price.



 Colors    Charcoal Black  NFC  No

 Display    
(HD+) + TFT 
Corning® Gorilla® Glass 3 
720 x 1560 
19.5:9 aspect ratio 
Display ratio 92%

 Network Frequency  GSM: GSM850, GSM900,   
DCS1800, CS1900  
UMTS: B1, B2, B4, B5, B8  
LTE (including roaming bands): B1, 
B2, B3, B4, B5, B7, B8, B12, B13, B20, 
B25, B26, B28, B66, B71

 Processor  1.6 GHz Octa-Core  Battery  3,000 mAh

 Chipset  Make: Samsung (S.LSI)   
Model: SHANNON327 AP  
Modem Firmware Version: SSUT1185121 
Modem Build ID: S.LS__Exynos7884

 Battery Life  Up to 20 hours of talk time   
Up to 360 hours of standby time

 Camera    
5MP front-facing camera, screen  
can double in brightness to serve  

 Dimensions  5.8" x 2.7" x 0.3"

 Video  16:9 Full HD main and  front-facing video  
(1920 x 1080) @ 30 FPS

 Weight  5.9 oz

 Memory  2GB RAM  
 

Expandable up to 512GB³  
User available memory 21GB

 Features  Long-lasting battery   
Expandable storage 

 OS  Android™ 9.0, Pie  HAC  M3/T3

 Connectivity  Wi-Fi: 802.11 b/g/n   
2.4 GHz 
Bluetooth v5.0

¹Based on average battery life under typical usage conditions. Average expected performance based on typical use. Actual battery life depends on factors such as network, features selected, frequency of calls, and voice, data, and other application usage patterns. Results may vary. 
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